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Abstract: Today’s is a age of globalization. More importance has been given to time. Social life is full of 

complexity and problems. Excess and extreme use of materialistic things is cause to many social, cultural and 

psychological problems. In this paper basically emphasis has been given on today’s social cultural economical 

life pattern and its relevance with present day curriculum activities. There is circumference which try to 

maintain with past, present and future objective through Indian philosophical approaches. To maintain the 

construction and structure of social system through utilizing various techniques and practices have been 

suggested at the end of the paper. As a  part of conclusion,  directly the Indian society and its problems compare 

with the other countries in the world i.e. developed, developmental and non developed countries. Study of 

thoughts, ideology, Indian philosophy  takes place in one of the branch of social sciences that subject called as a 

philosophy. Indian philosophy is well-known in the world since an ancient time. There is a remarkable 

achievement in every  field weather its science, art, commerce or agriculture. The philosophy in Ramayana and 

Maharabharat are the spiritual sources for modern society. Philosophy exposed in this epic is useful to human 

being in today’s age also. In this paper basically emphasis has given on the philosophical Indian knowledge is 

useful and guidelines for human using. There are so many philosophers, philanthropists, socialist and eminent 

personality who decorate and created the beautiful thoughts. Their thoughts are advisable application and 

acceptable in the today age of globalization. The main of this paper is to  emphasis on today’s social cultural 

economical life pattern and its relevance with present day curriculum activities. There is circumference which 

try to maintain with past, present and future objective through Indian philosophical approaches. 
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I. Introduction 
Today all the contents of life have been changed as per the global scenario. Social life day by  day 

becoming complex and full of risk. In the past social life was salient and traditional. Their basic needs were 

limited and comfortable for them. But in the age of globalization, the social, economical, religious, cultural 

aspects and components of man has been changed. Therefore intellectual   class is more worried about fast 

changing scenario in the society. 

 

Social Life, Pattern and Practices in Current Scenario  

Today more importance to class system in spite of cast system. Whole world has been divided into 

various economic groups. Complications in society is destroy the social construction and structure in current 

scenario. People got aware about their rights but forgetting their fundamental duties. 

 
 

India is a cultural country in the world. There are specialization and dynamism in the thoughts of 

Indian great leaders. Dynamism is a symbol of determinations, tendencies and such related matter. 

 Dynamism of Indian philosophy refers the terms of understanding of the world. At both side i.e. 

common sense and scientific levels which gives a compressive account of our position as human beings.   
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There is close relationship between Indian philosophy and today’s social life relevance.  

Various tactics and methods use by economically strong people help them to become elite in position. 

Therefore India is also famous in world about poverty of culture. Whole circle surround to poor family expose 

the poverty. 

 Money is ultimate’s for all over social activities, social groups decides the social political attachment is 

also beyond expectation and goes hand to hand each other. Political  corruption drawbacks in political and 

administration born from wrong practices. 

 

Following Are The Some Of Causes Related To Social Life, Pattern And Practices In Present Day 

Relevance. – 

1) Effect of westernization, modernization and urbanization 

2) Excessive existence of fashion and fad. 

3) Avoidance of basic ethics and values. 

4) Negligence about human values and professional ethics. 

5) Free life style, zigzag behaviour  and related factors. 

6) Improper parenting and less bonding between them. 

7) Joint family system converting into nuclear family system. 

8) Peer pressure, love matter and existence of civilization. 

9) Changing working structure and places. 

10) Reservation policy, youth and women empowerment. 

 
 

Indian Society Problems, Life Pattern, Practices and Present Day Relevance  

India is well-known in the world due to social problems and many more contents. Earlier India was 

famous for Vedic culture, Indian philosophy, traditional science and technology etc. Today, there are many 

crucial social problems in each and every stage of life. Over population is main cause and evils of many 

problems. Social problems destroy social structure in today’s age. Global warming, pollution corruption etc. are 

current hurdles in front of India. 

 

Different Measures And Parameters To Enhance The Social Life Pattern To Present Relevance  

India is second numbers in population after China. Still India got success to manage some proportion 

about population. Ultimately credit goes to culture and cultural related factors. 

 Earlier India had Purusharth, Asharma and Sanstara. ‘Athithi Deo Bhavo is inserted in our culture. 

Namskar is a good omen which is the part of Indian culture. 

 

Therefore Following Parameters Need To Inculcate To Maintain The Expected Pattern Which Will Be 

Convenient And Relevant For Future Of India- 

1) Preservance of Indian Vedic structure in today’s education system. 

2) Cultural and ethics morals, values should promote in family. 

3) Promotion of national integration and unity through effective practices and patterns. 

4) Socialization process is the carrier of pattern and practices generation to generation. Therefore this 

socialization track can maintain through effective pattern and practices. 

5) There is a need to spread the information and knowledge apart from India. Make it worldwide and let the 

world benefited such Indian pattern and practices. 
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The Basically Following Dynamism Relater Terms Can Be Found In Indian Philosophy 

1) Spiritually. 

2) Emphasis on values and ethics. 

3) Culture and religious aspects. 

4) Freedom, responsibility and sense of duties. 

5) Imagination. 

6) Truth.  

7) Meaning. 

8) Time and space. 

9) Self esteem and confidence. 

10) Perception and reality. 

Swami Vivekanand had impressed and remarked his speech in USA by his speech. This is also the part 

of dynamism in Indian philosophy. 

 Indian philosophical structure and system is also considered in the frame of philosophy. 

 
Nature of Indian Philosophy Dynamism 

 

Following Are The Some Of Indian Dynamism Nature And Characteristics. 

1) Indian philosophy is universe, diverse and unique in nature. 

2) Indian philosophy is an ancient and as per the span formalized itself. 

3) There is a place to competition and integration in Indian philosophy. 

4) Darshan, Vedic, Hymens, devotes Sin, Virtues, Karma etc placed at various stages in Indian philosophy. 

5) Metaphysics, religion and ethic are centric to Indian philosophy. 

6) Spiritual orientation and closeness to life. 

7) Practice of yoga good, deeds and place to psychological basis. 

8) Formulation to religion and philosophy. 

9) Faith in Karma and Concept of rebirth. 

10) Faith in past with connection future and present. 

 

II. Conclusion 

Ultimately Indian philosophical system is dynamic and therefore it became popular in world. 

Optimistic approach is also one of the factors in Indian philosophy dynamism. It protects liberation than 

transformation of life. 

These are many schools which have been carry forwarding information from   an ancient time. Indian 

philosophical schools design systematic way which explores inner potential, happiness and consciousness. 

There is a lot of difference between western and Indian philosophy about various aspects. India 

Philosophy is very close to religion. There are main six religions in India but the philosophy of every religion is 

separate and unique. 

Implicit and vitality are the two sides of same coins in Indian philosophical system. Faith in ancient 

wisdom, indulge the ancient term in today’s life is also the part of Indian dynamic philosophy. Faith in universe, 

morals, order, karma and extermination of god are the key points in dynamism of Indian philosophy. 

Some of the negative approaches noticed in the Indian philosophy like dominating to passion, too much 

importance to traditions, less ethical but more spiritual thoughts, unprogressive, educationally invaluable 

phenomenon etc. 

Still in the age of globalization the thoughts of Indian philosophy is alive and useful to society that why 

it become dynamics. Kam, Krodha, Moksh, Maya, Lobha etc are also the part of Indian philosophy. Therefore 

Indian philosophy is unique and dynamic. 

India is a one of the super countries in world. Money contents like Ayurveda, Yoga, Values, culture, 

religion are important and attractive factors for other countries. 

 Many countries are taking Indian an ancient patent in their society for using in daily life and with the 

help of science and technology useful to maintain track, pattern, strategy and practices.  

 There is an assurance that collaboration of science, technology and will useful to frame the social life 

pattern and practices with respect to today’s relevance with the help of Indian philosophy. 
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